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Abstract
We review contemporary work on cultural factors affecting moral judgments and values, and
those affecting moral behaviors. In both cases, we highlight examples of within-societal cultural
differences in morality, to show that these can be as substantial and important as cross-societal
differences. Whether between or within nations and societies, cultures vary substantially in their
promotion and transmission of a multitude of moral judgments and behaviors. Cultural factors
contributing to this variation include religion, social ecology (weather, crop conditions,
population density, pathogen prevalence, residential mobility), and regulatory social institutions
such as kinship structures and economic markets. This variability raises questions for normative
theories of morality, but also holds promise for future descriptive work on moral thought and
behavior.
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Cultural Differences in Moral Judgment and Behavior, Across and Within Societies

There is no question in current moral psychology about whether culture is important for
morality – it is, and recent work is beginning to show exactly how. Most major theories in moral
psychology include a primary role for cultural transmission of shared norms and values in
predicting moral thought and action [1-5]. For instance, cultural learning (in which cultures
differentially build on universally-available intuitive systems) is one of the central tenets of
Moral Foundations Theory [3], which was based in part on Shweder’s comparisons of cultures in
the three ethics of Autonomy, Community, and Divinity [1]. The cultural ubiquity of moral
norms and values is a testament to the central role morality plays in holding societies together.
Human beings are a physically weak species whose evolutionary success depended on the ability
to cooperate and live in groups. As such, shared norms – and their enforcement – are essential
[6]. Indeed, children as young as three years old comprehend and enforce moral norms on behalf
of others [7].
In this paper we review contemporary work on cultural factors affecting moral judgments
and values, and those affecting moral behaviors. We define these broadly, as any judgments and
behaviors people find morally relevant; cross-cultural research has shown great variety in the
very definitions of “moral” or “immoral,” for instance with Westerners using immoral to connote
primarily harmful actions, and Chinese to connote primarily uncivilized actions [8]. For both
moral judgments and moral behaviors we highlight examples of within-societal cultural
differences in morality, to show that these can be as substantial and important as cross-societal
differences. We end by discussing future directions for psychological work on culture and
morality.
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Moral Judgments and Values
Multifaceted psychological measurement of morality has opened up the doors to studying
cross-cultural similarities and differences in moral judgments across a variety of content
domains. Some domains like honesty are consistently endorsed as morally important across
cultural contexts [9]. However, cultural variations in whether moral concerns focus on individual
rights or communal social duties predict moralization of a broader range of personal and
interpersonal actions [10-11]. Cultural variations in moral focus affect not only which behaviors
individuals will find morally relevant, but also the extent to which their personal values will be
reflected in their attitudes about social issues. For example, endorsement of self-transcendence
values (e.g., believing that the universal well-being of others is important) strongly predicts
prosocial and pro-environmental attitudes in individual rights-focused cultures, where investing
one’s own resources in collective goods is seen as a personal choice. However, the same valueattitude relationship is attenuated in cultures emphasizing duties toward one’s community, as
personal resources are culturally expected to contribute to the common good [12].
As individualism-collectivism research would suggest, research using multifaceted
measurement has shown that while Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic
(WEIRD) [13] cultures are generally more apt to endorse moral codes emphasizing individual
rights and independence, non-WEIRD cultures tend to more strongly moralize duty-based
communal obligations and spiritual purity [8, 14-16]. In turn, individuals in autonomy-endorsing
cultures view personal actions such as sexual behaviors as a matter of individual rights, whereas
those in community-endorsing cultures are more likely to see them as a collective moral concern
[10]. These societal prescriptions of what one should do to be a moral person facilitate
endorsement of congruent personal values. Further, whether one’s cultural prescriptions provide
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a range of morally acceptable responses or only one moral course of action affects the extent to
which individuals’ social attitudes and behaviors are able to reflect personal—rather than
systemic—moral values [17].
These same cross-cultural differences in moral prescriptions of duty versus individual
rights also inform interpersonal moral judgments and moral dilemma responses. In trolley-type
dilemmas, respondents are asked whether they should sacrifice one person (say, by pulling a
lever to redirect a runaway trolley) in order to save several others. While most people across
cultures will say that flipping the lever is the morally right choice, those in collectivist cultures
are more likely to also consider additional contextual information when forming judgments, such
as whether or not it is their place (or duty) to act [18]. This relational consideration in turn leads
to less admonishment of individuals who do not flip the lever, and fewer character attributions of
actions made in absence of their broader contextual meaning [19].
Even when there is cross-cultural agreement in the moral importance of abstract concepts
like justice or welfare, cultural differences can emerge in the perceived meaning of these
concepts [8, 20]. For people in autonomy-emphasizing cultures, justice and fairness are often
viewed as a matter of equity, in which outcomes are proportional to personal effort regardless of
the potential detriment to less-deserving others. By comparison, people in duty-based, communal
cultures often view justice and fairness as an issue of equality, in which all individuals deserve
equal outcomes and moral judgments are based on whether a self-beneficial outcome will cause
others to suffer [21-23].

Factors Contributing to Cultural Differences
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In addition to elaborating cultural differences in moral values, current research is also
addressing factors that can help to explain them. One source of cultural variation in moral values,
particularly ones pertaining to fairness and prosocial behavior, can be found in social institutions
such as kinship structures and economic markets [24]. For example, higher degrees of market
integration are associated with greater fairness in anonymous interpersonal transactions [6].
Ecological factors can also promote certain kinds of moral norms and values. For instance,
pathogen prevalence predicts endorsement of loyalty, authority, and purity concerns, which may
discourage behaviors leading to disease contagion [25]. Similarly, exposure to high levels of
threat (e.g., natural disasters or terrorism) produces morally “tight” cultures in which violations
of moral norms related to cooperation and interpersonal coordination are more harshly punished
[26]. And residential mobility in a culture is associated with greater preference for egalitarianism
over loyalty when it comes to preferred interaction partners [27].
Religion is one of the strongest cultural influences on moral values [28], and in a large
cross-national study of values religious values varied between nations more than any other single
factor [29]. But religious values also vary hugely within nations and societies. For example,
Protestants, Catholics, and Jews, all of whom coexist within many nations, differ in how much
moral weight they give to impure thoughts versus impure actions, with Protestants more strongly
condemning “crimes of the mind” (e.g., thinking about having an affair) [30].

Cultural Differences Within Societies
While cross-national comparisons of moral judgments have existed for decades, recent
work is showing that cultural differences within nations and societies can be just as substantial.
For example, within the US individuals from higher social classes make more utilitarian
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decisions in moral dilemmas than do those from lower classes [31]. Also within the US, statelevel analyses show substantial variation in tightness (rigidly enforced rules and norms) vs.
looseness (less rigid norms, more tolerance of deviance) [32]. Antecedents of tightness
(compared to looseness) include ecological and man-made threats such as natural disasters, lack
of resources, and disease prevalence, and outcomes of tightness include higher social stability,
incarceration rates, and inequality, and lower homelessness, drug use, creativity, and happiness.
Thus, the factors contributing to within-nation variations in tightness-looseness are largely the
same as those contributing to cross-nation variations [33].
Political ideology has emerged as an important dimension for within-society cultural
differences in morality. Moral Foundations Theory [3] has described ideological debates about
moralized issues as liberal/left-wing cultures (vs. conservative/right-wing cultures) preferentially
building more on Care and Fairness foundations than Loyalty, Authority, and Purity foundations
[34-35]. These left-wing/right-wing differences have been replicated within several different
nations and world areas [16]. Moral foundation endorsements and judgments can vary as much
within nations (vegetarian vs. omnivore subcultures) as between nations (US vs. India) [36].

Moral Behavior
The moral status of specific social behaviors can vary widely across cultures [24]. At an
extreme, the most morally repugnant actions in one cultural context (such as killing one’s
daughter because she has been raped) can be seen as morally required in another cultural context
[37]. And individual-difference and situational factors known to affect prosocial behavior (such
as trait religiosity and religious priming) do so only through culturally transmitted norms, beliefs,
and practices [38-39].
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There has been less work on cultural differences in moral behaviors than moral
judgments, and the vast majority of the moral behavior work has been limited to behaviors in
economic games. Though recent cross-cultural moral research has revealed considerable
differences in donations, volunteering, helpfulness, and cheating (for instance showing less
helping of strangers in cultures prioritizing ingroup embeddedness) [40-42], most often research
has focused on cooperation (i.e., working together to achieve the same end). This work indicates
that there are strong differences in cooperation between WEIRD and non-WEIRD cultures [43],
as well as between relatively similar industrialized countries [44]. However, it appears that crosscultural variability is sensitive to the costs associated with cooperating and with free-riding
(benefiting from others’ cooperation while not cooperating oneself). When punishment for
freeriding is not a possibility, intercultural differences are substantially reduced [43]; such
differences are similarly lessened when cooperation is less personally costly [45].
There are also strong cultural differences in patterns of reciprocity – both positive
(rewarding proven cooperators; [44]) and negative (punishing freeloaders [43, 46]). Again, these
differences exist even between WEIRD countries [44]. Cross-cultural differences in antisocial
punishment (the punishment of cooperators) appear to be especially pronounced. While in some
countries (USA, Australia) antisocial punishment is exceptionally rare, in others (Greece, Oman)
people actually punish cooperators as much as free-riders [47]. Relatedly, recent work has
uncovered cultural differences in rates of third-party punishment (i.e., costly punishment made
by an agent for an interaction in which they were not involved [48]), which is more prevalent in
cultures with low social mobility and strong social ties [49].
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Factors Contributing to Cultural Differences
Various overlapping factors may account for these differences, including cultural norms,
environmental and structural variables, and demographic and economic factors. Cooperation and
punishment norms vary considerably across cultures, and these differences translate into
meaningful behavioral differences. For instance, antisocial punishment appears to be especially
pervasive in cultures that lack a strong norm of civic cooperation [47]. Historical cultural
traditions also shape moral judgments. Purity behavior is also strongly influenced by cultural
norms. For example, because of their traditional emphasis on the face as a locus of public selfrepresentation, Southeast Asians are more likely to cleanse their faces following a moral
transgression in order to reduce guilt and negative self-judgment, whereas people from WEIRD
cultures tend to cleanse their hands [50]. But where do these norms come from in the first place?
Research indicates that social-ecological factors – such as a community’s staple crops [51] and
population size [6] – contribute to cooperation differences because they alter the types of
behaviors that are required for communities to thrive. There is also growing evidence that
exposure to markets might contribute to moral differences, by increasing positive interaction
experiences, thus encouraging more trust, and, ultimately, increasing cooperation [6, 52].

Cultural Differences Within Societies
There is also evidence of moral differences between groups in the same nation or society.
For instance, even within a single city, residential mobility (the frequency with which people
change where they live) has been associated with less prosocial (and more antisocial) behavior
[53-54]. In terms of cooperation, though within-culture variability may be lower than betweenculture variability overall, in the absence of threats of free-rider punishment, there appears to be
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even more variability within cultures than between cultures, likely due to considerable
differences in punishment habits between cultures [43].
One specific within-culture difference in cooperation is that low-income people in
WEIRD cultures appear more cooperative than wealthy people [55]. Lower income people are
also more generous with their time, more charitable, and less likely to lie, cheat, or break driving
laws [55-56]. At least in part, these differences seem to stem from wealthy people’s greater
acceptance of greed [56].
A sizeable amount of research also indicates there are within-culture moral differences
that result from religious diversity. Though some types of religiosity appear to contribute to ingroup bias [57-58], recent research has primarily focused on the positive consequences of
religious belief. Religious people appear to naturally act more prosocially [59], and priming
religious concepts increases generosity and reduces cheating, though only among people who
hold religious beliefs [38]. Many explanatory mechanisms have been proposed for religious
prosociality [60], but from a social psychological perspective, promising explanations include
the bonds and sentiments arising from communal activities such as ritual and synchronous
movement [28, 61-62] (see also [63] in this issue for more on religion and culture).

Future Directions
Research on the role of culture in morality, and on the role of morality in culture, will
continue to thrive in coming years. This work is likely to have an increasing societal impact as
the role of moral concerns in intergroup conflicts becomes more well-understood. Sacred moral
values (those people refuse to exchange for mundane resources like money) such as honor or
holy land have been shown to play an exacerbating role in intergroup conflicts [64-66], and this
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role has been shown to vary across cultures (for example playing particular roles in Iran and
Egypt [67-68]). Pluralist approaches to moral judgment [3-4] can help delineate which values
have such exacerbating effects in which cultural and relational contexts.

Conclusion
Cultures vary substantially in their promotion and transmission of a multitude of moral
judgments and behaviors. Cultural factors contributing to this variation include religion, social
ecology (weather, crop conditions, population density, pathogen prevalence, residential
mobility), and regulatory social institutions such as kinship structures and economic markets.
Notably, variability in moral thought and action can be just as substantial within societies as
across societies. Such variability brings up many difficult normative questions for any science of
morality, such as what criteria could allow anyone to claim a specific action or practice is
objectively moral or immoral [69]. But at the descriptive level, this variability offers untold
opportunities for future moral psychology as it continues to identify the antecedents, sources, and
structures of our moral lives.
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